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 Attendance policy 

1. Commitment to Training: 

 Athletes joining an All Star competition team are expected to prioritise and attend all scheduled training sessions. 

2. Team Success Relies on Every Athlete: 

 Every athlete is a crucial part of the team's success, and consistent attendance is vital for optimal team performance.  

3. Organisation of Other Commitments: 

 Athletes are responsible for organising their other commitments to ensure they do not negatively impact the team by missing 
training. 

4. Impact of Multiple Absences: 

 Missing multiple trainings can have a significant impact on both the individual athlete and the team. Athletes who miss more than 
three classes without a valid reason may be ineligible to compete with their team. 

5. Communication of Absences: 

 If an athlete anticipates an absence due to illness or school camp, parents or guardians are required to call or email the gym in 
advance to inform the coaching staff. 

 

6. School Camps: 
 

 School camps are permitted absences; however, we kindly request that you inform us with as much notice as possible. This allows us 
to plan accordingly and maintain the team's preparation. 

7. Holiday Planning: 

 We appreciate family holidays being scheduled away from competition times. Please inform the gym of any planned holidays at the 
beginning of the season to allow for proper planning. 

8. November Holiday Restrictions: 

 Athletes are strongly advised to avoid booking holidays in November. Those missing multiple training sessions in November due to 
holidays may have their position in the routine changed at the discretion of the coaches for the benefit of the team.  

9. Unexcused Reasons for Absence: 

 School exams, homework, or tests the day after training are not considered acceptable reasons for missing practice. 

 Athlete birthdays, birthday parties, dinners, and events are not viable reasons to miss training. Athlete birthdays will be celebrated 
during training sessions. 

Our attendance policy is in place to ensure the success and cohesion of our All Star competition teams. Coaches reserve the right to 

make decisions in the best interest of the team, and adherence to this policy is crucial for the overall success of each athlete and the 

team as a whole. Your cooperation and commitment to this policy are greatly appreciated. 


